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Karl Andersson & Soner

HANDMADE IN HUSKVARNA. SINCE 1898. 
It all began in 1898 when carpentry master Karl Andersson started to produce 
“Durable and sustainable furniture” In his parents home in the village of
Berghem between huskvarna and Granna. Over a hundred years later, Karl 
Andersson & Soner still manufacture quality designer furniture in their modern 
factory in Huskvarna. Karl Andersson & Soner produce furniture with character 
that looks just as stunning in public spaces as it would in your home. Working 
with talented designers and using wood as their principal material, their
ambition is to develop high-class furniture with a strong identity and a unique 
character that outlives fleeting trends; Swedish classics of the highest quality, 
designed to survive generations of use and wear.

Cavetto
Design by KASCHKASCH
The name Cavetto (2016) comes from the moulding on the edges of all
Cavetto models – a shelf series that can be configured in endless variations. 
The ingenious thing about Cavetto is that the edges of the shelves are shaped 
so that back and side panels can be inserted between them without the need 
for any fittings. Cavetto can be placed against a wall, positioned as a room 
divider or used to build a room within a room. It can be accessed from one or 
two directions depending on how the shelves are filled with the different 
accessories.

Mill
Design by Roger Persson
Mill (2012) is a table with a solid wooden top and legs. The tabletop has
been milled down to produce its distinctive appearance. Mill is available with
a round, square or rectangular top in a number of different sizes and in 
heights of 460, 590 and 720 mm. The table is made of solid wood, so it can
be sanded down and relacquered a number of times, making it suitable for 
use in settings where it is subjected to a lot of wear and tear. Mill comes in a 
choice of oak, birch, ash, walnut and standard stains on ash. The table is also 
available in standard colors with tabletop made in MDF. Special sizes and 
other finishes upon request. You can use Mill to furnish cafés, kitchens and 
living rooms, or in hotels, schools, waiting areas etc.



Ire

Ire was founded in 1939 in Skillingaryd in Småland by the entrepreneur
Gerhard Ihreborn. Gerhard Ihreborn and his colleagues were inspired by
their vision – to produce furniture with first-class quality craftsmanship that
is durable and comfortable, with pure timeless modern design. This is an 
uncompromising philosophy that poses high demands for craftmanship and 
attention to the smallest details. Of course, this attention includes the shared 
environment. It is with firm conviction that by investing in a piece of furniture 
that is locally produced with sustainable quality craftmanship and timeless 
modern design, you are making the best and most well-reasoned choice - 
aesthetically, financially and environmentally.

Como
Design by Mattias Stenberg
Ire’s uncompromising philosophy places high demands on craftsmanship
and care for the smallest detail. This care, of course, also includes our 
common environment. The Como Sofa is a reflection of thoughtful choices, 
Como consists of four different parts that can be combined as needed and 
come in two different versions. It consists of four parts: corner part, part 
without armrest, one with left armrest and one with right armrest and with or 
without decorative stitch. Como is available in a variety of upholstery options.

Quote from designer:

“Early in the design process, I decided to make two versions of the Como 
couch; one tight and one more free. In Italy, it is said that someone is
"Sprezzatura", which implies that someone is a little chic and selfish in his 
style. That's how I feel for the Como sofa. It's well dressed, but with the eye
in the eye.”

– Mattias Stenberg



BOYD COLLECTION – May 2018 Press release
Renowned Australian designer Robin Boyd's original furniture designs
reproduced for the first time.

Rarely is an architect's work so influential, and so beloved, that they are
elevated to the level of celebrity. The late Robin Boyd is among an elite few to 
achieve such a status. It could be argued that he is to Australia what Frank 
Gehry is to the United States, or Le Corbusier to France. While Robin Boyd’s 
legacy is synonymous with his architectural work, his contribution to a holistic 
approach to the built environment must also be celebrated.

Boyd’s furniture designs were born from a desire to compliment the interiors 
of his newly built home on Walsh Street. Combined with a lack of financial 
investment, Boyd set out to create a range of furniture built from leftover 
scrap wood. This collection would later become synonymous with the Boyd 
name and become just as recognisable as his signature mid-centaury
structures.

Almost 50 years after his passing, a serendipitous meeting between two 
design experts inspired the faithful reproduction of Boyd’s iconic designs. 
KFive + Kinnarps CEO Erna Walsh met with then Director of The Robin Boyd 
Foundation Tony Lee at Boyd’s Walsh Street residence. They immediately saw 
in one another a mutual passion for quality and sustainable design and the 
idea for the Boyd Collection was set to become reality; “A collaboration in the 
truest sense” said Erna Walsh, KFive + Kinnarps CEO. Manufactured in Boyd’s 
hometown of Melbourne, each piece has been faithfully produced to the same 
specifications, materials and functional solutions of Robin Boyd’s originals.

Boyd’s furniture reflects his unique design ethos, which valued the unique 
blend of innovation and functionality. His furniture is a testament to his design 
principles of simplicity, quality and affordability: an egalitarian mission for the 
everyday Australian. The collection includes the Walsh St 3 seat sofa, Domain 
Park chair and Walsh St cork-topped coffee and dining table. The reproduced 
furniture is hand-crafted in Melbourne using Victorian ash and Australian wool 
upholstery.

The Boyd Collection is available for viewing online at
www.boydcollection.com.au or by appointment at the KFive + Kinnarps
showrooms in Melbourne and Sydney. With recently unearthed drawings
found at Walsh Street – original designs of Robin Boyd – the Boyd Collection 
will continue to grow with the addition of new furniture pieces that have never 
been seen before.



Walsh St 3 seat sofa
A study of stripped back elegance and comfort. 

Domain Park Chair
Beautiful, Functional, Versatile. With everyday use in mind. 

Walsh St coffee table
Faithful to Boyd’s value of durability, quality and clarity of form.

Walsh St dining table
Beautiful and practical. An expression of creativity and versatility with the 
appeal of crafted furniture. 

As featured in: 

The design files:
“Each piece was designed to be understated, streamlined and functional, with 
everyday use in mind.”

Australian Financial Review:
 “Iconic design, beautifully crafted in Australia using Australian hard woods 
and fine wools; all proceeds from sales going to a not-for-profit cultural
institution. That's furniture that really feels good.”

“Each piece is severely reductive in gesture but grand in intent. The sofa seats, 
for instance, are generously proportioned, with backrests tapering in a gentle 
curve to the top. Armless, their elegant geometry can be admired from the 
side.”

National Gallery of Victoria : Kristy Grant (curator)
“They have done it for all the right reasons – and have done it so carefully and 
so well – that it’s really worth celebrating. The production quality is so high 
and so accurate. That’s a really important thing, especially in this day and 
age.”

Robin Boyd Foudation : Tony Lee (Former director of the Robin Boyd
Foundation)
"Our foundation takes its leads from Robin Boyd but doesn't eulogise him. In 
this sense, the Robin Boyd Collection is pertinent to today because it's good 
furniture, not because it's Robin Boyd's furniture."



Nikari Oy

Founded in 1967, Nikari is a manufacturer of sustainable wood design
products of exquisite quality. Nikari produce wooden furniture and
custom-made furnishings of the local certified wood to public premises as 
well as private homes. The founder of the company - master cabinet maker, 
designer Kari Virtanen has worked with the greatest Finnish architects and 
designers such as Alvar Aalto and Kaj Franck. Through decades his
determination to concentrate on wood and its ecological benefits has gained 
us great knowledge about Finnish wood and surface treatment materials like 
oils, waxes and soaps. Nowadays the Company is operated by the next
generation of enthusiastic entrepreneurs. The Nikari studio-workshop is
located in the beautiful, unique Fiskars village in south-west Finland, in the 
oldest machinery workshop of the country. Nikari is a Finland-based wood 
design studio and furniture manufacturer. Our foundations rest upon the idea 
of carrying on the traditions of finest Nordic cabinetmaking to bring out the 
best of wood in contemporary design.

Collection 12 DESIGNS FOR NATURE 
Project 2012 designs for nature Tells about Nikari’s philosophy and the
Finnish wood design ideology: how they delicately manufacture exquisite 
quality furniture and products of the local forests’ wood in Fiskars Village. 
Because number 12 is the number of the year and there are 12 months in a 
year, Nikari asked twelve designers or design studios to study our philosophy 
and give their comments to it in a form of a wooden product. Nikari
co-operate with the Finnish WWF and part of the sales price is donated to 
protecting rainforests and forests globally.

April tables
Design by Alfredo Häberli
APRIL COLLECTION
The design if the table is all about opposites: the massive leg and the thin 
table top together create an exciting contrast.

Quote from designer:
“The idea behind the April table family was to create a contrast between the 
massive socket and the suspended thin table surface. At the same time the 
skilful craftsmanship can be seen at its best. Different sizes and typologies 
enable endless possibilities if use.”



July Table
Design by Nao Tamura
JULY stool is made of oak and elm. In multiples it creates interesting,
sculptural seating displays for gathering spaces. The designer, talented Nao 
Tamura, was inspired by the look of wooden log bundles and woodcuts.

Arte Alvar Tray
Design by Alvar Aalto
The Arte Alvar tray is a beautiful everyday object that Nikari manufactured as 
a tribute to Artek’s 80th anniversary. The tray, designed by Alvar Aalto, also 
pays homage to the long-lasting collaboration between Aalto and Nikari’s 
founder carpenter Kari Virtanen. The clean-lined tray features a white laminate 
top and a light birch frame that has been treated with natural oil mixture. Due 
to the handles on each end, the tray is easy to carry around. The Arte Alvar 
tray has a simple and functional design that will stand the test of time.

October Light
Design by Samuli Naamanka
Quote from designer: 
“October chair was inspired by the rainy but colourful Finnish autumn. My goal 
was to design a stackable chair – the October winds had their special effect 
on the light forms and curves.”

- Samuli Naamanka



Skandiform

Skandiform is one of Scandinavia's leading suppliers of furniture for offices 
and inspirational public spaces. Design, function and quality are at the core of 
all that they produce. Since the start in 1962 Skandiform have chosen to work 
with some of the foremost designers and architects. This close cooperation 
has brought numerous prestigious design awards. Skandiform is a company 
you can rely on. They combine proud traditions and true competence with 
personal service and high levels of quality. Their furniture has character that is 
unique to Skandiform refering to it as "Scandinavian sense" – a way of
balancing common sense with a passion for what they do. This is the driving 
force behind every action and is apparent in every aspect of the business. 
Skandiform’s furniture gives places where people meet a special personality 
and fills them with a sense of harmony.

Matsumoto
Design by Claesson Koivisto Rune
Quote from designer:
“In Matsumoto (a medium-sized city a few hours northwest of Tokyo), we 
designed a flagship store with a café. A table for two was developed, which 
when lined up edge-to-edge forms a kind of long café table, with clearly 
defined seat positions. A simple but easily recognisable geometry. The store’s 
interior won the German Design Award 2015.”

Winner of: Good design 2016 and German design award 2018



Nordic Care

NC Nordic Care AB is one of the leading wooden furniture companies with 
focus on design and sustainability in the Nordics. NC design and produce 
furniture that combine a playful and modern design with a focus on function 
and aesthetics as well as the environment and people. The products are 
aimed at care environments, cafes and restaurants, office environments, 
school and university environments as well as public meeting areas. As NC 
primarily develop wooden furniture it is important that they choose wood in a 
sustainable way. When customers choose an FSC certified product they
contribute to biodiversity. FSC (Forest Stewardship Council.) This means that 
the wood comes from well-managed forests with focus on the environment 
and social responsibility

Kompis Stool
Design by Peter Andersson
Kompis is a foldable stool with a modern design. A classic piece of furniture 
with an updated look. This stool is diverse in its use, taking up very little space 
it fits perfectly in an office or hospital as a visitors stool alternatively the stool 
can easily be carried around on a guided tour at a museum or why not keep a 
few in your conference room in case you need a few extra seats? 

Julia Trolley & Tray
Design Eva Schildt
The serving trolley is a natural edition to the Julia family and a fun
development of earlier products in the family. The tray is a nice complement 
to the trolley and can be used on its own or together with other products in the 
Julia family. 



Kallemo

What is quality?
Furniture is a concept, with a will of its own, conveying an expression. It is no 
doubt difficult to choose when clever operators with glossy catalogues tell 
you about the most recent trends. You do not have to be particularly intelligent 
to realize that the latest is succeeded by something else in the next catalogue.

Kallemo’s ambition is to work with designers and artists who are aware of 
what quality stands for-accomplishment unaffected by trends. On reflection,it 
is obvious that quality is just not measured in term of such things as strength 
of glued joint. The measurable aspect is quantity,whereas quality is a broader 
concept and can not be measured in the traditional sense. The most important 
aspect is the visual quality. Good quality means long-term validity.

Brokk
Design by Pierre Sindre
Brokk is a stackable table. Its design is simple and elegant making it perfect 
for a range of enviroments

Sindre
Design by Pierre Sindre
Sindre is a stackable chair available in a variety of forms. It’s design is simple 
and elegant making it perfect for a range of environments

Bruno
Design by Mats Theselius
Bruno Armchair by Mats Theselius was designed in 1997 and is one of our 
favourites. A beautiful creation that is both a work of art and comfortable to sit 
in. Made with a stable frame and high quality leather riveted around the frame. 



Abstracta

“We create better soundscapes.”

As a pioneer in the field of acoustics, Abstracta has embraced the growing 
interest in sound absorption and more efficient working environments. Unlike 
visual landscapes, soundscapes can’t be seen. Sound doesn’t disappear when 
you close your eyes. The soundscapes that surround us are perpetual and 
affect us more than we think. Abstracta has used this as its starting point and, 
combined with the company’s knowledge in this area, has developed products 
that create effective soundscapes for different office environments. Abstracta 
is a Swedish company with its own factory in Småland which is home to both 
production and development. The company has been operating since 1972 
and about 50 percent of production is currently exported worldwide.

Aircone
Design by Stefan Borselius
The innovative Aircone is based on the successful Airflake, a sound-absorbent 
partition with a snowflake inspired design, which was the first product 
designed by Stefan Borselius in collaboration with Abstracta in 2006. The 
modules are assembled together using small plastic clips, and each module is 
angled and has a tapered shape. The pattern formed by combining several 
modules can be varied in a virtually infinite number of ways. The angles 
diffuse sound waves, and the product thus helps create a better sound 
environment. Aircone is made from compression-moulded fabric-covered fibre 
felt and is available in a range of colours. It can be hung from the ceiling or 
against the wall on an aluminium rail.



ecoBirdy

Unique design furniture for kids made from upcycled plastic

Officially launched in January 2018, ecoBirdy is a new brand that has 
presented its first collection of unique design furniture items for kids at 
Maison & Objet in Paris. Following an in-depth two-year study period exploring 
how to sustainably recycle plastic toys, ecoBirdy started to create pieces that 
are 100% made of recycled plastic waste and can easily be recycled again. 
The Antwerp-based designers have not only created design pieces, but a 
whole system from the collection and recycling of old, unused plastic toys to 
the design and production of the furniture. It was essential to the founders 
that each step be based on social and environmental responsibility. An 
accompanying storybook and school-programme has been designed to 
introduce youngsters to the circular economy and inspire them to contribute 
to a more sustainable future. The design, recycling and production of ecoBirdy 
furniture is all done in Europe. Fair business practices are an integral part of 
the ethos. In the words of ecoBirdy’s founders, Vanessa and Joris: “We found 
that plastic toys use plastic more intensively than other consumer goods. By 
giving old plastic a new life, our aim is to free our ecosystem from its 
pernicious impact. As we use innovative technologies, made for the reuse of 
plastic, there is no need to add any pigments or resin.” 

Winner of Good design award Australia 2018

THE COLLECTION
For the first collection, the designers have aimed to create pieces that enable 
kids to experience creativity and at the same time raise awareness of 
sustainability. All items are made entirely out of recycled plastic from 
European waste. Due to accurate sorting, cleaning and grinding during the 
recycling process, the plastic of all products is absolutely free from harmful 
chemicals. It is clean, pure and 100% safe. Thanks to a speckled look, all pieces 
are vivid eye-catchers as well as being recognizable products of recycling. 
Rounded edges and a smooth silky surface make the furniture pieces pleasant 
to the touch and easy to clean. The whole collection is produced in Italy. In the 
manufacturing process, manual labour plays a ignificant role alongside 
machines. 



CHARLIE, THE CHAIR
Design by ecoBirdy
Friendly, soft forms and rounded edges are complemented by a large seating 
surface. This makes Charlie not only comfortable for kids but also offers 
other advantages. Thanks to these shapes, Charlie is both light and stable,
a combination that makes it simple for kids to move and yet not easy to tip 
over. Suitable for private as well as public spaces, Charlie is supplied with an
invisible floor anchoring device. Charlie comes in five colours and can be used 
both indoors and outdoors. 



FOR ALL PRESS INQUIRIES
Olivia Ramsay
KFive+Kinnarps
olivia@kfive.com.au
(03) 9417 4768

MELBOURNE SHOWROOM
By appointment
level 1/275 Smith St
Fitzroy, VIC, 3065
(03) 9417 4768

SYDNEY SHOWROOM
By appointment Studio 1
level 8/257 Clarence St
Sydney, NSW, 2000
(03) 9261 4866




